Phalaenopsis Plant – Giant Schefflera
72. Phalaenopsis Plant With Leaves
Tall Dark Tapered Based
The Phalaenopsis Plant has a pleasant droopy sway, like a lazy summer's day by the river. The round
and pointed leaves rise and dangle over, and beautiful white petalled flowers emerge from the foliage.
Presented in a beautiful tall dark tapered base, and standing an impressive 6.5 feet tall, the Phalaenopsis
Plant is a laid back choice, and brings a relaxing atmosphere to any space.
73. Water Bamboo Plant
Tall Dark Tapered Base
The Water Bamboo Plant gives you a highly contrasting effect. The earthy green colors of the tall
pointy leaves combine with the fiery sunset glow of the flowers, which seem to burst out of the foliage
with a passion, and bring life and inspiration to any space. The Water Bamboo Plant, set in a tall dark
tapered base, is a
74. Ming Ficus
Tall Dark Tapered Base
The Ming Ficus is a beautiful and intricate 6 ft tall tree, set in a luxurious tall dark tapered base. A taste
of the orient, and with a subtle and mystical aura, charming twisty stems branch upwards, and reveal
lush patches of green leaves which plateau up to the top of the highly decorative tree. The Ming Ficus
makes a pleasant and striking addition to any space.
75. False Aralia
Tall Dark Tapered Base
The False Aralia is a plant that has a rather intriguing and exotic feel. The lush deep greens of the
unusual leaves create a bushy paradise of individual shapes. Tall and thin, and set in a stunning tall dark
tapered base, the False Aralia breathes life and natural beauty into any space, and is bursting with
character.
76. Giant Schefflera
Rounded Glass Ceramic Tapered Base
There's nothing quite as enjoyable as a stroll in the woods, and the Giant Schefflera really captures that
feeling, and brings it straight to your home or workspace. Dozens of leaves, all individual and uniquely
patterned and toned, spread out from several lifelike stems to give you a stunning piece. Set in a
rounded glass ceramic tapered base, and standing at an impressive 7 ft tall, the Giant Schefflera can add
instant life and foliage to any space.

